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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Parallel Port Complete: Programming Interfacing & Using the PC'S Parallel Printer PortLakeview Research, 2002
The book is designed to serve readers with a variety of backgrounds and interests: Programmers will find code examples that show how to use the port in all of its modes. If you program in Visual Basic, you can use the routines directly in your programs.

For hardware designers, there are details about the port circuits and how to...
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SFML Game Development by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Create and develop exciting games from start to finish using SFML


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with the SFML library and explore additional game development techniques
	
		Craft, shape, and improve your games with SFML and common game design elements
	
		A practical guide...
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The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A one-stop source of information covering everything you’ll need to know in order to pass the CISSP examination
The CISSP  Prep Guide      

From stolen intellectual proprietary and denial of service attacks to unauthorized use of critical resources and computer viruses, e-business companies face numerous threats each day that can...
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ASP.NET jQuery CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery library has become increasingly popular with web application developers because of its simplicity and ease of use. The library is supported by an active community of developers and has grown significantly over the years after its inception in 2006 by John Resig. Using this library eases complicated tasks and adds to the interactive...
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Deploying IPv6 NetworksCisco Press, 2006
An essential guide to IPv6 concepts, service implementation, and interoperability in existing IPv4 environments.

	
    Learn about IPv6 services and the relevant IPv6 features that make them possible

    
	
    Plan, deploy, and manage IPv6 services at...
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Exploring Raspberry Pi: Interfacing to the Real World with Embedded LinuxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Expand Raspberry Pi capabilities with fundamental engineering principles


	Exploring Raspberry Pi is the innovators guide to bringing Raspberry Pi to life. This book favors engineering principles over a 'recipe' approach to give you the skills you need to design and build your own projects. You'll understand...
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Sensor Technology HandbookNewnes, 2004
The first decade of the 21st century has been labeled by some as the “Sensor Decade.”
With a dramatic increase in sensor R&D and applications over the past 15 years, sensors
are certainly poised on the brink of a revolution similar to that experienced in
microcomputers in the 1980s. Just in automobiles alone, sensing...
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USB Complete: The Developer's Guide (Complete Guides series)Lakeview Research, 2009
This updated edition of the best-selling developer's guide to the Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface covers all aspects of project development, including hardware design, device firmware, and host application software.



Topics include how to choose a device controller chip, how to write device firmware for USB...
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Flash Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004

	This collection offers expert Flash tips and tricks for optimization, creating interesting effects, ActionScript programming, sound and video effects, and much more--and you don't need to be an expert to use them (although you'll certainly look like one). Ranging from practical hacks to the fun and quirky, the book covers Flash MX,...
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Neural Prostheses for Restoration of Sensory and Motor Function (Frontiers in Neuroscience)CRC Press, 2000

	The prospect of interfacing the nervous system with electronic devices to stimulate or record from neural tissue suggests numerous possibilities in the field of neuroprosthetics. While the creation of a "six million dollar man" may still be far into the future, neural prostheses are rapidly becoming viable theories for a broad range...
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Project Arcade: Build Your Own Arcade MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is a culmination of five years of research into the subject of interfacing genuine arcade controls to computers. It is a polished and portable companion to the author’s Web site, the Build Your Own Arcade Controls FAQ (BYOAC), located at www.arcadecontrols.com/. Most of the research and information for this book came from the Web,...
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